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4EW PRESIDENT SPEAKS
BEFORE STUDENT BODY
AT INITIAL ASSEMBLY
,auds Voluntary Work
As More Desirable
Than Force
TRUSTEE PREXY HERE
Neil Calderwood Gives
Piano Solo; Fielder
Introduces Men
President Arthur A Hauck officially
,pened the college year on Wednesday,
;eptetnber 19, when he addressed Univer-
ity students for the first time at the open-
rig assembly in Memorial Gymnasium.
Following a piano solo by Neil Calder-
wood '32, Mr. Cecil Fielder made a few
ntroductory remarks and then introduced
'President Harold S. Boardman who
expressed his pleasure in being here at the
start of the year. The next speaker was
he Ti storable Harmon G. Allen, president
self 1. ke Board of Trustees, who introduced
rreli'..-sident Hauck.
• Excerpts of President Hauck's address
, w :
tA' As we enter upon this new year, we
are conscious of the many problems which
• continue to face our country. Our eco-
4,- 'ionic condition is brought home to us
because of the absence of many of our
classmates whom we should be glad to
• 'iave with us today."
President Hauck continued by saying
hat volunteering is much more desirable
compulsion and that college is not a
'slice for giving orders. In his opinion,
The best there is in teaching is not the
definite assignment of tasks but the stim-
no:iii til-ting of curiosity which makes you wish
to go on. The college can only plant the
-a seed; its successful growth and fruition is
" to the student."
orr president said that he knew that it
wa,1K 'treat of penalties which made
the stuncot "play the game." "A spirit
of willing cooperation on the part of all,
a sense of responsibility, and a willing-
ness to subordinate individual desires for
the good of all." he said, were necessary to
put our college life on a higher plane.
Throughout his address the president
stressed the volunteer spirit and also the
obligation that fell upon students who at-
tend state-supported institutions.
"When society has assisted in providing
educational facilities it is entitled to some
voluntary service in returm.. . Education
is still considered the hope of democracy..
Our hope is that those who have attended
the University of Maine. no matter what
their vocation, will not be indifferent but
in the spirit of the volunteer will take a
constructive part in the civic life of their
community and the nation."
He remarked to some length on the his-
tory of the University of Maine and con-
cluded by saying that by the end of the
year he hoped that the University would
have taken another "step forward."
SIGMA PHI SIGMA FRAT
GIVES UP HOUSE; WILL
HAVE REGULAR MEETINGS
Although the local or Eta Chapter of
the Sigma Phi Sigma fraternity recently
abandoned its fraternity house, regular
meetings of the six active members are
held weekly at Mrs. Southard's on Col-
Avenue.
This fraternity, which is a tion-restric-
tive social organization, was originated
in 1908 at the University of Pennsylvania,
and in 1921. the Eta Chapter was institut-
ed at the University of Maine.
Inadequacy in their housing facilities
forces the group to dispense, for the pres-
ent. with a regular house, but President
Ellsworth is hopeful of restoring the local
chapter to its former position of strength
by securing better accommodations in the
ar future.
1 EMPORARY OFFICERS ARE
ELECTED BY FRESHMEN
re temporary officers of the freshman
• are: president, Lincoln Fish. Con-
]. NUM ; vice-president, John Gowen,
1th Portland; and secretary. Ethel May
rrier, Caribou.
: here is no temporary treasurer but one
Is' elected at the permanent elections
',wember.
HAUCK IN RADIO TALK
'resident Arthur A. Hauck will deliver
weekly radio address for the Eaten-
:1 Service on Thursday, October 11. at
tArive o'clock.
This series of radio addresses has been
maintained without interruption for four
Years by the Extension Service.
Da. Amami A. HAUCK
SLIGHT DROP IS NOTED
IN 1934 REGISTRATION
22 Less Students Enrolled Now
Than for Same Period
Last Year
Registration figures at the Uni-
versity of Maine through Monday.
September 24, as issued by James A.
Gannett, Registrar, show a drop of
22 in the number of students enrolled
for the same period last year. The
registration figure on Monday was
1,414.
Since some students are yet to enroll,
there is a possibility that the total for
the first semester may reach that of last
year.
The enrollment of students by classes is
as follows:
Graduate Students 25
Seniors  •••• 306
Juniors 288
Sophonuires 339
Freshmen 425
Specials 22
Two-Year Agriculture 9
Total 1414
HOMECOMING WILL BE
HELD NOVEMBER 2-3
The fourth annual Alumni Homecom-
ing will be held at the University Novem-
ber 2-3, Bryant M. Patten '23 announced
today following the first meeting of the
committee.
The Homecoming committee is appoint-
ed jointly by the president of the Univer-
sity, Dr. Hauck. and the president of the
General Alumni Association, George S.
Williams '05, of Augusta. In addition to
Mr. Patten of Bangor. the other members
of the committee are Edward H. Kelley
'90, of Orono, T. S. Curtis '23, of Orono,
Ulmer Davis '24 of Bangor, Earl M.
Dunham '24 of Orono, and Marion Rogers
'30 of Orono.
Last year for the first time this event.
which is considered the most important
one of the fall season, was extended to
two days beg. • g Friday afternoon. It
is expected that a similar program will
be followed this year.
FIRST CHORUS REHEARSAL
HELD LAST THURSDAY
The University of Maine chorus as-
sembled for its first rehearsal under the
baton of Professor Sprague last Thursday
in Stevens Hall. The first public event
scheduled for the choral group will be
the Fall Festival Concert of the Maine
Music Festival which will be held at the
Bangor Auditorium at a date to be an-
nounced.
The Maine Chorus becomes a unit of
the Eastern Maine Chorus of 300 at the
Festivals which include a concert by the
Bangor Symphony Orchestra under Pro-
fessor Sprague. and the presentation of
celebrated world artists.
CAMPUS BROADCAST WILL
BE CONTINUED ON WLBZ
Following a custom two years: stand-
ing. the Maine Campus will continue its
weekly broadcast over station WI.BZ
every Friday night.
The Cartitiss is the tally college paper
in New England to sponsor such a s-ervice,
and this year an attempt will be made to
offer a more diversified program.
Many New Members
Added to U. of Maine
1934 Teaching Staff
Nine New Members
In Arts, Sciences
College
Dr. Joseph Magee Murray, Maine '25.
with M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from the
University of Michigan, is now professor
and head of the department of zoology.
Dr. Murray, who is from Bar Harbor, has
taught at the University of Michigan, and
has been interested in cancer research
work, being the author of a book on this
subject.
There are eight other new members of
the College of Arts and Sciences faculty:
Dr. Martha J. Gibson, instructor in Eng-
lish. is a graduate of Cincinnati, and has a
Ph.D. degree from Yale. She has taught
at Cincinnati, Hedding College. and Hope
College.
Harold W. Whicker, instructor in Eng-
lish, is a graduate of the University of
Washington, and has published several
essays.
Gaylord C. Leroy, instructor in English,
is a graduate of Oberlin, and has his A.M.
degree from Harvard.
Clarence E. Bennett, assistant professor
of physics, has both his B.A. and Ph.D.
degrees from Brown University, and he
has been an instructor at Brown and
M.I.T.
Karl D. Larson, instructor in physics,
is a University of Maine graduate, with
a Ph.D. front Pennsylvania State College.
(Continued on Page Six)
MANY IMPROVEMENTS
IN CANPUS BUILDINGS
Wingate, Lord Halls Completely
Changed To Enable
Better Work
"Time changeth many things," and if it
is your nature to doubt, look around the
campus. Among the notable improve-
ments are the mechanical laboratory which
includes a forge, foundry and machine
shop, with the addition to Lord Hall.
These two improvements increase the fa-
cilities of the electrical engineering de-
partment to an extent that will enable
more efficient work.
In addition to this, Wingate Hall was
remodeled completely, and many changes
were made in Fernald Hall. The drive-
way extending from the main campus en-
trance to the bookstore has been made a
hard-surfaced road, and a new walk has
been laid parallel to the drive in front of
Crosby Laboratory.
SCHOLARSHIP CONTEST
WINNERS ANNOUNCED
The winners of scholarships to the
University of Maine in the fourth State
Scholarship Contest which took place late
last spring were announced this summer.
They are: Harvey C. Kennison and
Lloyd F. Brown, both of Cony High
School in Augusta. each receiving tuition
for four years; Harrison M. Hayford, of
Crosby High School in Belfast, 3 years'
tuition; Norman F. Stanley, of Rockland
High School, 2 years' tuition; Donald H.
Quint. of North Yarmouth Academy, one
year tuition; Frances E. Higgins, of
Brewer High School, one year tuition;
Carl Osgood, of Ellsworth High School.
one year tuition; Ellen B. Hodgkins, of
Morse High School, Bath, one year tui-
tion; Robert M. Crocker, of Edward Little
High School, Auburn, and Dustin S.
Adams. of Boothhay harbor High School,
were each awarded tuition for one-half
year which was later raised by the trus-
tees to a full year.
The following are attending the Uni-
versity this year: Harvey Kennison,
Lloyd Brown, Donald Quint, Frances E.
Higgins, Carl Osgood, Ellen Hodgkins,
and Dustin Adams. Sixty-two schools
participated in the contest.
PULP, PAPER COMPANY
ANNOUNCES AWARDS
The International Pulp and Paper Com-
pany scholarships to the Department of
Pulp and Paper in the College of Technol-
ogy have been announced as follows: Fred
Andrews of Ticonderoga, New York, has
been awarded $2800, and Virgil Wright,
of Livermore Fans, has been awarded
$2400.
Fred Andrews won a total of $5600 in
scholarships last year, and he has accept-
ed the aforesaid scholarship to the Uni-
versity of Maine this year.
Attend the football rally Friday
night in Memorial Gymnasium.
MacBride Is Named IFROSH VANQUISH SOPHS
Senior Skull Prexy; AS ANNUAL PARADE IS
Cobb Is Sec'y-Treas. HELD NEAR BALENTINE
Result of Elections
Is Kept Secret
Till Now
M. MILTON MACBRIDE
A recent announcement by the
Senior Skull Society states that Mil-
ton Macliride was elected president
and George Cobb secretary-treasur-
er for the coming year. All students
are more or less familiar with the
activities that these men have partic-
ipated in during their three years at
Maine.
To recall certain of these achievements,
MacBride has been an outstanding foot-
ball and baseball man. In addition to this,
he holds an enviable record on the floor
of the dribble and shot. This presidency
is another to add to his former presidency
of his class and the Sophomore Owls.
Cobb also has been outstanding in various
sports at Maine. Among his activities is
football, having been chosen All Maine
center last year. He is president of his
class, and he was a Sophomore Owl.
WATCH AWARDS GIVEN
AT COMMENCEMENT
At the Commencement Assembly last
June. President Boardman presented Miss
Shirley Young. of Camden, the coveted
Portland Alumnae watch; Philip S. Par-
sons, of South Paris, and James Edward
DeCourcy, of Darien, Conn., Washington
Alumni Association watches,
Both the Portland Alumnae and the
Washington Alumni watches are presented
annually to the woman and male member
of the graduating class, respectively, who,
in the opinion of the students and the Uni-
versity Administration, have done the
most for the University during his or her
curriculum. These awards are made as
the result of a secret ballot by the students,
passed upon by the President and Admin-
istrative Committee.
Because of the closeness of the student
balloting for Parsons and DeCourcy last
May, the administration officials asked the
1Vashington Alumni Association to pre-
sent two watches this year instead of the
traditional one.
Among the numerous activities of Miss
Young were: All Maine Women society,
Sophomore Eagle society, president of
Y.W.C.A. cabinet, president of Neai
Xfathetai society, and recipient of the
Voiversity of Maine Athletic Seal.
Mr. Parsons was active in such impor-
tant activities as football, track, winter
sports. Sophomore Owl society, Senior
Skull society, and the Athletic Board. He
was twice the recipient of the Charles 11.
Hood scholarship and president of his
class during both his junior and senior
years.
Mr. DeCourcy was also a member of
the Senior Skull society, editor-in-chief
of the Freshman, the Freshman Handbook,
the Prism, the Maine Review, and the
Campus. He was a member of the Stu-
dent Senate and Kappa Gamma Phi bon-
iirary fraternity.
MONROE SELECTED AS
1934 BAND LEADER
BY MUSIC DEPT. HEAD
According to an announcement made by
Professor Sprague of the music depart-
ment, Roy H. Monroe has been appointed
band leader for the coming year. For the
past three years Monroe has been an ac-
tive member of the band, his chief work
having been with the drums. With this
position he is also promoted to the rank
of first lieutenant in the 11.0 'IC.
Freshman material for the band this
year is far in excess of former years, and
a proportionate number of instruments are
available in every field. This tends to
make for instrumental balance.
FOOTBALL RALLY TO Coeds Look on WhileClothes Are Torn
BE STAGED FRIDAY To Shreds
•
Senior Skull Society
In Charge of
Affair
A mammoth pep rally to start the
Black Bear football machine off
right when it meets Rhode Island
State here Saturday will be held in
Meminial Gymnasium tomorrow
night at 6:30. under the direction of
the Senior Skull society.
Phil Jones, genial coach of freshman
football, has been named toastmaster at
the monster gathering, which Skulls ex-
pect will be attended by the entire stu-
dent body. Speeches from various of-
ficials of the University and members of
the football squad will be heard, and
songs and cheers will be led by the toast-
master.
James Santiorn. who is in charge of the
rally, urges full cooperation from the stu-
dent body to aid in the development of
wholehearted student support of the 1934
football team.
174 STUDENTS RECEIVE
FERA POSITIONS HERE;
HINCKS DIRECTS WORK
Under the FERA as applied to
the University of Maine, 12 per cent
of the total enrollment as of Oct. 15.
1933, is allowed "socially desirable
work" such as clerical, research and
secretarial. For each applicant
placed under this aid, the govern-
ment allows $15 a month, the un-
earned balance of which is returned
at the end of the monthly period.
50 per cent of the work must be giv-
en to freshmen or, as an alternative,
to students who are not enrolled in
any specific college on Jan. 1, 1934.
This stipulation is included in order
that the beneficiaries will be made
up of either freshmen or of students
who are returning to complete their
college work.
All applications and projects for the
University of Maine are submitted to
Maynard Hincks who makes the selec-
tions on the basis of the applicant's need
plus his apparent ability to carry on both
the work and his studies. These projects
are first approved by the various deans
who also supervise the work in their
respective colleges. In the event that a
student cannot maititain a satisfactory
scholastic standard, he must drop the
FERA work.
Work is distributed proportionately
among the men and women. In other
words, according to the enrollment, there
are 131 jobs for men and 43 for women. To
date there are 65 upperclassmen and 66
freshmen under this aid, in addition to 21
upperclass women and 22 freshman women.
Routine work, or that which is done reg-
ularly under the departmental budgets, is
not allowed in this system. When a stu-
dent does not need the aid, it is his obliga-
tion to turn his job over to some other
needy person. Positions are turned over in
this manner from time to time; hence
more people are benefited.
The work itself is laid out by men in
each department who are designated to
handle it. These men take the time of the
worker and hand in their reports. The
maximum amount of time a student may
work is eight hours a day. 30 hours a
week, or 50 hours a month. For his serv-
ices he is allowed 30 cents an hour, and
it has been estimated that it is possible
to earn $135 for the school term. They
are, however, encouraged to spread their
work evenly over the monthly period.
The advantage of this can be readily seen,
for "all work and no play makes Jack a
dull boy," and if this were the result, he
would have to forfeit his position.
These projects are beneficial in many
respects. In addition to supplying ready
cash for college expenses, they offer exper-
ience of an educational nature. This is
brought out in the practical side of cleri-
cal. research, and other kinds of work.
TROLLEY IS DELAYED
Scrap Said To Be Fiercest
In Recent Years; Frosh
Blow Whistle
Urged on to bigger and better
things by a loyal female backing, the
men of '38 "did or died" for dear
old 1938 and tried their utmost last
night to turn the field in front of
Italentine Hall into an improviso
nudist et &my which would make
many a comtnunity blush, even as
some of our fair co-eels did. MI of
which is only another way of saying
that the classes of 1937 and 1938
staged the animal pajama parade be-
fore a large gathering of students
and visitors who always seem to
crop up at times of stress such as
these.
President Arthur A. Hauck ob-
tained his first glimpse of Maine un-
derclass spirit and fun from an ad-
vantageous point in front of the li-
brary, and seemed to enjoy the show
very much.
Spirit, unlike clothing, was not
lacking, as around 7 o'clock loyal
reshettes gathered in front of the
boys' dorms to give rousing cheers
for 1938 until the time for the battle
to start. And once things got under-
way what a fracas it turned out to
be! In the recollection of the oldest
inhabitant there has never been so
many nudes outside a nudist colony
in history, and even chorus girls
could have learned something in the
way of speed in which clothing was
taken off; but chorus girls only have
to put something on again for the
next number, while the lads of '37
and '38 had to be content with a six
inch square piece of cloth. As luck
would have it, there were no barrels
handy in which the boys could wend
their weary way home.
Led by the Senior Skulls, and
George Colth in particular, the frosh
marched to Balentine Hall in column
of fours. and were a motley looking
crowd in their pajamas, which many
began to shed as they neared the
scene of operations. On the field
in front of Balentine waited the men
of '37 whose bodies, most of which
were bare and greased with every-
thing from lard to cold cream,
gleamed in the glare of flashlights
and the headlights of automobiles.
The sophomores opened a wide gap
in their ranks for the unsuspecting
frosh to march through, and, after
about a third of the freshmen had
gone through, a Senior Skull pulled
the trigger of the starting gun.
From then on it was a confused
jumble of flying tackles, sounds of
(Continued on Page Two)
PLANS ANNOUNCED FOR
1936 JUNIOR PRISM
Plans for the formation of the
1936 Junior Prins along lines of
modernistic interpretation of art
were announced by the editorial staff
of the yearbook at the first organiza-
tion meeting, Tuesday evening, in
the M.C.A.
For the first time in several years, the
Prism, both in its photography and de-
sign, will follow a prepared standard of
contemporary art. The photography, in
particular, will deal largely in shades and
lights.
The new Prism board as appointed by
Davis S. Brown, editor, includes: assistant
editor, Roger levaison; associate edi-
tors. Darrell Currie. Beth Gifford, Louise
Steeves, Elizabeth Philbrook, Margaret
Harriman, Margaret Sewall. James Day.
Anne Eliasson, and Bettina Sullivan.
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Problems
‘Vith the beginning of another
college year, students new and old
are brought face to face with the per-
plexing problems of modern Ameri-
can college life. Some of these prob-
lems concern the student only as an
individual ; others are wider in their
scope and affect the University com-
munity as a whole.
The problems which we face in
college today are generous-sized
samples of those which will confront
us as citizens of tomorrow. The ex-
perience which we acquire now in
the efficient solutions of our prob-
lems will be invaluable to us when
we enter a bewildered world which
must eventually look to youth to
bring order out of chaos.
Football Rally
Tomorrow evening in Memorial
Gymnasium. the Senior Skulls are
sponsoring the first football rally of
the year. Every student, male or
female. should feel obligated to at-
tend this rally. Its primary pur-
pose is to stimulate the football team
to its highest fighting pitch, so that
on the following day every member
will be giving the best that is in him.
But there is more behind a rally
of this kind than the stimulation of
an athletic squad. Its more impor-
tant object is to awaken in the stu-
dent body' a proper sense of college
spirit ; to make them realize that they
are all members of an intangible or-
ganization to which they owe the
utmost loyalty and support.
Women Smoking
In the majority of women's col-
leges everywhere, smoking is an ac-
cepted part of the college life. The
average college woman today is a
habitual smoker. Then why is there
a rule forbidding our co-eds to smoke
on campus? Why not forbid them
to eat ice cream or to drive a car?
NVith the present ruling, women stu-
dents are going " 'round Robin-
hood's barn" to enjoy the sociability
of a smoke. They are resenting the
inequality of allowing men to smoke
whenever and wherever they so de-
sire. If, therefore, the rule is out-
grown, why cling to it ? Whv ?
Frosh Vanquish Sophs as Annual
Parade is Held Near Balentine
(Continued front Page
tearing c144hing, shouts of "help, '37
in' '38." and muleo appearing in the
center of the twisting and squirming
multitude like magic. To add to the
general melee a generous outpour
ing of onlookers, kept away in great
numbers by rain the last two years,
urged first one class and then an-
other to keep things going in great
shape. Some of the more hardy up-
perclassmen were seen mingling
with the scrappers to keep the clothes
a-ripping.
In all fairness to both sides, it
must be duly recorded in these col-
umns that the classes of RV and
1938 put up one of the best fights in
years. The frosh. unlike last year,
were primed to go and seemed to
know just what was to be done and
how to do it. The sophs, grown
cagy with one year's experience be-
hind them, resorted to adhesive tape
and rope to keep on what clothing
they wore, and to onlookers it seem-
ed that they suffered more than the
usual bodily torment owing to the
difficulty of removing their habille.
A few of the frosh were stumped at
first as to the method to be employed
to remove something which just
wouldn't give, but in the end they did
all right by themselves as the field
of battle showed this morning.
Clothes and wrestling figures were
still to be seen flying about when the
gun finally sounded the end of hos-
tilities. The stopping signal was the
occasion for a lusty cheer from both
the fighting forces and spectators.
and men that were rivals but a few
moments before stood up, and.
while hiding their nudity with a
fragment of cloth, shook hands with
the rival they' had downed. Follow-
ing the fight the sophs made for the
power house and started the whistle
blowing what was meant to be '37.
The frosh soon took matters into
their own hands, however, for the
shrill signal of '38 soon echoed over
hill and dale.
At this inopportune moment a
trolley car appeared at the waiting
room by the power house, and, only
after suffering the indignity of hav-
ing his trolley removed from the
wire, the conductor was allowed to
resume his swaying, swerving way
to Bangor. By this time the mob.
feeling the coolness of night in con-
trast to the heat of battle, repaired to
their rooms to take showers and hit
the hay or return to their forgotten
studies.
The class of 1938 was not alone
with its support of feminine admir-
ers, for a gathering of sophs also ap-
peared by Oak Hall and tried to out-
do their sisters and, in view of the
support the 1938 damsels had from
the 1938 lads, it was well nigh im-
possible. The frosh, marching to
Balentine soon afterward. were eag-
er to make a break from the confin-
ing influence of the Skulls, but the
line reached Balentine field without
a hitch, and onward into battle they
went.
Several impartial observers de-
clared that the fight was a draw, and
as far as rendering any decisions is
concerned on the part of the writer
discretion is the better part of valor.
When questioned as to whether
the battle was satisfactory, one of
our fairer co-eds replied, "Gosh. Ill
say so." And from all appearances
everyone else was satisfied. Up to
a late hour last night no casualties
were reported. other than the usual
sore muscles and perhaps a bump or
two on someone's head.
Paddles in the hands of sopho-
more warriors were conspicuous by
their absence, for in previous years
the sophs were allowed the aid of
the wooden weapon as they were
usually' outnumbered. The sophs
deserve credit for turning out in such
numbers and it appeared to the cas-
ual onlooker that no man of 1937
was shirking his duty. and the frost'
certainly were kept busy by their
more experienced rivals. The lack
of paddles perhaps lessened the
number of bumps and it appeared
as though nothing in the line of ac-
tion was lacking owing to their ab-
selice.
Following the cessation of hostil-
ities, weary battlers in little more
than nothing for clothing were seen
ualking hither and yon about the
campus discu,sing "how I downed
that big gm and took off his pants
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ONE YEAR AGO
An untested and inexperienced Univer-
sity of Maine football team will launch
its 1933 football campaign on Saturday,
when the Black Bears, State and New
England Conference Champions a year
ago, opposes Rhode Island State at Alum-
ni Field, in a game which has all the ear-
marks of a close and hard struggle.
• • • • • •
1..i,ss of clothing meant to to either
Sophomore or Freshman as the two class-
es met last sight in the annual Pajama Pa-
rade, and proceeded to scrap valiantly for
dear old '36 or '37 as the case might be.
After a colorful scrap, which was enjoyed
by hundreds of students, the Frosh, trailed
by the Sophomores, invaded Orono.
Irving Pierce, University accountant,
and Sewall Ginsberg and John Hooper,
both freshmen, were seriously injured last
Wednesday when the car driven by Mr.
Pier' was involved in a crash with a bus
on College Avenue near Southard's Ga-
rage. Bertram Quinlan, driver of the bus,
received a wrenched neck and slight shock,
and Royal Mehann, also a freshmen and
occupant of the Pierce car, received a se-
vere shock and numerous bruises.
• • • • • •
A meeting of the Student Senate held in
Rogers Hall Tuesday night revealed that
with few exceptions, the 1933-34 Senate
will be a new body from last year's, large-
ly caused by failure of old Senate mem-
bers to return to school.
The Senate was urged to use all its in-
fluence to discourage the practice of hitch-
ing rides on the highways, because several
complaints have already been filed con-
cerning the conduct of students while
"bumming."
The destruction by fire of Mount Ver-
non with a property loss of $13,000 on the
night of June 14, marks the passing of the
oldest and historically most important
building on campus.
Fire of undetermined origin broke out
in the hundred-year-old building on the
second night after Commencement. For-
tunately, all of the freshman girls, 31 in
number, who had been living in the old
dormitory, had left for their homes during
the past week, and the only personal losses
sustained in the fire were those of the
cook and the maids.
The Memorial Gym was blazing with
lights Friday night as the Freshman Re-
ception, given under the auspices of the
all bv my lonesome." However, it
was a weary lot of both freshmen
and sophomores who finally re-
turned to their rooms and fraternity
houses to rest up for those eight
o'clock classes which inevitably come
every morning.
TWO YEARS AGO
Maybe they didn't take the sophisticated
sophs to Balentine, but the frenzied frosh
certainly did things up brown in the Night
Shirt Parade last night, first by putting
on one of the best fights in years. second
by attending the theatre in Orono, clad in
their tattered pajamas and third by climb-
ing into the arms of the sentinel of the
night who stands in the center of Orono,
not directing traffic, but holding up the
memory of the blue and the grey, especial-
ly the blue, which happened to be the color
of several eyes last night. When up on
the statue, the howling mob let out a
"Maine the long way," and then did what
they could for the "Stein Song."
• • • • • •
President Harold S. Boardman an-
nounced in chapel that work began on the
new gym September 19, 1932. This ath-
letic building will stand out among the
largest in the world, and to Maine Alumni
it will represent the memory of the Maine
men who fought in the World War.
• • • • • *
The appointment of Dr. James Muilen-
berg to the deanship of the College of
Arts and Sciences was announced to the
student body by President Harold S.
Boardman at the first assembly on
Wednesday, September 21. Dr. Muilen-
berg will replace Dr. James S. Stevens,
the first dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, who retired July 1, 1932.
• • • • • •
Registration for the Fall semester up
to September 20 shows an enrollment of
1521 students—a drop of nearly 200 from
the enrollment of the Fall semester of
last year. The class of '35 had the larg-
est drop, losing over a hundred of their
members, while the juniors were not far
behind, with seventy-five of their mem-
bers unable to return.
Maynard A. "Blondie" Hincks, winner
of the Washington Alumni Watch last
June, has been appointed assistant to the
Dean of Men, replacing Charles E. O'Con-
nor, who held that position last year and
M.C.A., got underway. Scores of fresh-
men, and a few enterprising upperclass-
men, arrived at 7:30 and the wheels be-
gan to turn immediately. The hall was
divided into six sections, each represent-
ing a collgze. Each student upon enter-
ing was assigned to one of the colleges,
and after having the slogan of some well
advertised product pinned on his hack,
had to guess what it was.
• • • • • •
Rita E. Lando. a senior in the College
of Arts and Sciences, returned September
8 on the steamer Berengaria from France.
She left August third last year on the
Mauretania to spend her junior year in
France. She spent the summer of 1932
at the University of Poitiers at Tours.
In November Miss Lancto went to Paris
where she studied at the Sorbonne.
Goldsmith Toggery Shop's
Twentieth Year in Orono
1914 1934
No doubt Goldsmith's has sold merchandise to your father,
uncle, or brother when they attended the University of Maine.
(loldsmith carries quality merchandise and our prices are
right. Conw in and look around.
h's Toggery Shop
10 3.1:11 St., 01.14)0
We carry a complete line of Gordon's Hosiery for women
hfl h,a entered the Yale Divinity School
at New Haven. Hincks is a letterman in
football and baseball, as well as having
been co-captain of baseball last year.
• 
Ernrstine Andrews spent the week-end
at her 11.411e in Bingham.
Janet Campbell went to her home in
Brewer last week-end.
Yvonne and Helen Gonya returned to
their home in Millinocket for the week-
end.
Attend the football rally Friday
night in Memorial Gymnasium.
NOTICE
Members of the Maine Masque
who have ordered keys can obtain
them by notifying James Day, 36 1
College Road.
CHURCH NOTICE
Fellowship Church
Orono
10:30 A.M., Sunday, Sept. 30. Reri
lar Worship (Standard Time). Ch.,•
M. Sharpe, Minister, will preach on
theme "Beliefs and Half-Beliefs" (co'
nation of previous week).
Mr. William J. Cupp, Baritone Soloist
Stella Powers, Pianist.
6:30 to 8:15 P.M.—Young People's
Club, at the Manse, 23 Bennoch Street
Professor Roy Peterson will speak on ills
recent visit to Mexico. Questions, discus-
sion, games, eats. All students welcome
SPECIAL
Welcome party to all new students Fri-
day evening at 7:30 D.S.T. A big event
Don't miss it. At the Manse.
11:30—Student class for men and wom-
en. Led by Dean Muilenburg. All stu-
dents invited.
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3
aine Christian Association Gives
Annual Freshman Reception Friday
The first major social event of th
e year
members of the class of 1938. the 
fresh-
411 
re,•eption, sponsored annually by the
aine Christian Associati
on, was held
ast Friday evening at th
e Memorial Gym-
asium.
Refreshments of cider sod cookies were
.rved after which dancin
g was enjoyed
.ith music furnished by 
Larry Miller and
is Bears. The committ
ee in charge con-
sisted of : Carolyn Currier
, Velma Colson,
Howard Stagg. and Robe
rt Nivison.
Chaperons for the affair were Mr. 
and
Mrs. C. Fielder, Mr. and Mrs. 
S. Wallace
and Miss E. Ring.
As the guests entered the 
gymnasium
they were given colored slips 
of paper
which represented a college. 
Banners of
the respective colleges wer
e hung about
the room and the freshm
en were request-
ed to sit under the banner
 of whatever
college they were representatives.
A cheering contest was held wi
th the
prize going to the Boston Un
iversity
group for cheers that were both o
riginal
and lusty. "Wally" Gleason '38
 was dele-
gated to receive the award and wa
s pre-
sented a dishpan full of ctiokies by
 Carl
Ingraham, a member of the M.C.A. cabi-
net. who was acting as master of c
ere-
monies at the gathering.
Sr that all might have partner, for the
grand march which followed, the 
girls
were asked to take off one shoe. The
se
were placed in a heap in the middle of
 the
floor and the boys picked out one, thereby
selecting a partner.
If .1..-I. SPONSORS CO-E1)
WEINIE ROAST THURS.
Nt,,,ut 75 freshman and upperclass girl
s
hiked cross country last Thursday after-
noon to the Pines on the banks of the
Penobscot. Here a weenie roast, arranged
by the Women's Athletic Association, was
enjoyed.
Hot dogs, rolls, chocolate doughnuts,
cheese, and coffee were consumed by the
hungry hikers. As twilight approached
the girls gathered around a large camp-
fire and sang traditional college songs.
WOMEN'S DORMS NAME
1934-5 OFFICERS
House officers at Salentine Hall have
been elected as follows: president, Miriam
Linscott; vice-president, Velma Colson:
treasurer, Teresa Oakman; secretary.
Elizabeth Jordan; fire-chief, Elizabeth
Giddings. and social chairman, Marjorie
McKinnon.
Agnes Crowley has been elected presi-
dent of Colvin Hall. Other officers elect-
ed were: vice-president, Alice Sisco;
treasurer, Evelyn Tracy: secretary, Beth
Shiro; and social chairman, Dot Sawyer.
.11155 RUTH COPE IS
BALENTNE MATRON
Nfi.. Ruth Cope has been chosen new
matron of Balentine Hall. Her hnime is
in Lyons, Ohio. Miss Cope attended the
Mt. Union College in that state, and re-
ceived her A.B. degree from there. Be-
fore coming to Maine Miss Cope was a
student dean at Syracuse University.
FRESHETTES MEET
EAGLES FRIDAY
The feminine portion of the class of '38
had its first opportunity to meet the Soph-
omore Eagles Friday afternoon at 4:30
p.m. at 30 Coburn Hall.
The freshman girls were warned coin-
(Timing a few important "don'ts" about
the campus. Rules were explained con-
cerning latest tam fashions and courtesy
Ii, upperclassmen.
IJ,AN FUND GAINS
BY FIRST STAG DANCE
The first stag dance of the year was
put on by the Orono branch of the Ameri-
can Association of University Women
Tuesday evening, September IX. at Alumni
Memorial Gym. Larry Miller's orchestra
furnished the music to which a large crowd
danced in spite of the rain outside. The
returns from this dance, after the ex-
penses are paid. are turned over to the
Student Loan Fund.
('('TING CLUB HAS
PICNIC FOR FROSH
AT PINEY KNOLL
The Maine Outing Club sponsored a
picnic for the freshmen at Piney Knoll
and The Pines on Saturday evening. Sep-
tember 15. Corn on the cob, hot dogs,
cidee, doughnuts, marshmallows, and ap-
Pies were enjoyed by all.
President Hauck joined with the others ,
in the fun as did Mr. and Mrs. Crossland.
Dean Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins, and
Dean Deering.
At dusk everyone gathered around the
campfire and whiled away the time with
songs and cheers.
NOTICE
Now is the opportunity to couple
ei9nomy with culture. Season tick-
ets to the four performances of the
Maine Masque will soon be on sale
a' $2.40 each. These four plays.
A 11 cost $3.00 for general admilt-
n. Representatives will see you,
Take advantage of the offer.
— Adv.
Henry B. Gallison '35 spent the week-
at his home at Hancock Point.
Sr
This Week is "Y" Week
SUNDAY EVENING. 6:00.
Fireside worship service. Haien-
tine.
TUESDAY. Supper picnic.
Piney Knoll.
WEDNESDAY. After dinner meeting.
Balentine. Guest speaker, Miss
Eleanor NVilson, Japan.
THURSDAY. Tea and sing. 4:00.
Balentine. Guests. President and
Mrs. Hauck and the women fac-
ulty members.
SATURDAY. Retreat. Camp J4irdan.
Leaving after the football game.
Soon. A class in social dancing
and four talks on etiquette.
ARTS, SCIENCES HOLDS
RECEPTION FOR FROSH
The first social event of the year for
Arts and Sciences students was held in
the form of a reception in the Memorial
Gym Thursday. Sept. 13, and was attend-
ed by many students and faculty members
.
A varied and interesting program was pre-
sented, and some excellent talent was
shown. Mr. Mnirris was master of cere-
monies.
Following the program, refreshments
of ice cream. cookies. and punch were
served, and an opportunity was given to
students and faculty alike to become ac-
quainted with each other. Group singing
if the college Songs was led by Richard
Healey.
The October Assembly will be held
Friday, October 19, at 9:30, in the Mem-
orial Gymnasium. Professor Irwin Ed-
man of the Department of Philosophy at
Columbia University, will speak on "The ;
Dilemma of the Educated."
In The Library
Adams. Samuel Hopkins—The Gorgeous
fins:y-813.5 Adl9g
Aiken. George D.—Plemeering with Wsld
Flowers-582 Ai42
Ashford. Barley—.'l Soldier in Science-
610.92 As36
Atkinson, Leroy—Fany us American Ath-
letes of Today-796.092 At.%
Atwill, K.-11'indjaminer-823.9 At84
Austin, Mary—Oise-remake Stories-
813.49 Au75o
Baring, Maurice—Sarah Bernhardt-
792 B458b •
Barnes, Ernest W.—Scieritific Theory and
Religion-215 B262
Brendon. John A.—Great Navigators and
Discoverers-910.4 B751
Buck, Pearl—The Mother-813.5 B855m
Chase, Stuart—The Economy of
Abundance-330.1 C386e
Chesterton, Gilbert K.--All / 5'urvey-
824.89 C42 aL
Dean, Alexander—Little Theatre Organi-
cation and Management-792 D344
Delafield. E. M.—The Provincial Lady in
A pm-rico-823.91 D374p
If a txs,lc you want is not in. leave your
name with the circulation assistant and
you will be notified when it is available.
This year the library will open at 7:45
in order that Reserve Books may be re-
turned lid re first blur.
MANY ATTEND ANNUAL
4-H CLUB CAMP HERE
About 2oo boys and girls attended the
Fourth Annual State 4-H Club Camp at
the University of Maine. August 15 to 19.
During the week the girls had classe
s in
meal planning, clothing, and home man
-
agement.
The boys had classes in splicing and
halter making, culling and dressing poul-
try, potato diseases and grading, dairy
feeding and calf diseases, soil acidity tests,
garden pest control, and others. Dairy
boys had an opportunity to hear Profes-
sor Brownell of Cornell University. Rec-
reation for the week included sports,
games, and a trip to Pushaw Lake.
COLLEGE EDITORS
ARE ORGANIZED
securing a higher and sounder standard of
living in the spirit of the greatest good for
the greatest number, to provide media for
public expression and direction of the
!ioughts and energies of tk.th undergradu-
•t• and gradua nte students iteredste, in
IN NEW YORK CITY 'alizing these aims; to promote
Literary Digest Is
Sponsor of
A.C.E. •
On September 15, an organization was
formed which may have a profound influ-
ence in shaping public opitiioii in the fu-
ture. On that day, some thirty editors of
college newspapers met in New York City
and drafted the Covenant of the Associa-
tion of College Editors.
President Roosevelt expressed his in-
terest in the organization in a telegram :
"Will you please convey my greetings
and best wishes to the group of young col-
lege editors. The purpose of the confer-
ence as explained seems to me to be par-
ticularly worthwhile, and I wish the
founders of 'ACE' all success."
Fiorello H. LaGuardia, Mayor of New
York City, also expressed his interest in
a letter which was read to the conference
by Francis G. Smith, Jr., President of the
Association of College Editors.
"The possibilities of such an organiza-
tion are so great, and its usefulness SO ap-
parent," wrote Mayor LaGuardia. "that
one wonders why it was not done before.
It is well kninwn that the Youth. and, par-
ticularly the young college men and wom
-
en of European countries. have, for many
years. taken an active part and interest in
politics."
The preamble I if the Covenant stated as
the aims of the .N.C.E.:
"To stimulate the interest of students
thniughn rut the viorld in promoting inter-
national understanding and cooperation in
the hope of ultimately achieving and insur-
ing international peace and security ; to
arouse the students in the several coun-
tries to seek to understand and obtain an
honest, intelligent, and efficient govern-
ment ; to enlist the aid of all students in
,:%e education."
The Association of College Editors is a
product of the spirit of the tinier. There
are groups of young college graduates all
over the United States collecting for din-
ner, for lunch, for talks to discuss prob-
lems inure serious than the approaching
football season at their alma maters.
Such a group (it young graduates met at
intervals during the summer in New York
City. They conceived the idea of organ-
izing the "undergraduate press" as the
organ of their generation that would serve
to stimulate and express their thoughts.
That group of graduates wrote to some
forty college editors in the United States
and Canada, outlining the project. THE
L ITER ARV I) WAIST had shown a sympathet-
ic interest in the venture.
After long correspondence with the in-
terested editors, the group working in
New York met with thirty of the college
editors to draft the Covenant of the As-
sociation and to outline its work. At that
conference, Arthur S. Draper, Editor (4
THE LITERARY DicEsr, welcomed the
yoimg editors and sounded the key-note:
"In my opinion we are in the midst of
a tremendously important social if not po-
litical revolution. It is a buoying thought
that undergraduates are conscious of this
fact."
The Covenant, the machinery of the As-
sociation of College Editors, was set up
and adopted before noon of September IS.
Several older newspaper men sat in on
that conference. One of them. John 14.
Sorrel, Executive Editor of the Scripps-
Howard Newspapers, was moved to re-
mark;
THE CHALET
The Chalet, time honored as a social gathering 
place for the mem-
bers and guests of Phi Kappa, was sold by the
 fraternity early this year,
and is now a most popular gathering place for
 Maine students. Light
lunches are served at the cleverly and quaint
ly furnished cabin of Swiss
design. It is located at the corner of College A
venue and Park Street.
Adv.
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Naturally, they taste better—because
Luckies use "The Cream of the Crop"—only
the clean center leaves—these are the mild-
est leaves they cost more they taste better.
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TECH COLLEGE HAS
ARCHITEC. COURSES
Miss Ebbeson Will
Conduct Work
Again
The Cs.le.ge of Technol g) At the Uni-
versity of Maine is again offering courses
in Architecture for the school year 1934-
35, the courses being Theory of Architec-
ture. Shades and Shadows. Perspective.
and Architectural Design. These courses
are given by the Department of Civil En-
gineering and are open to the University
at large, to all those interested in the above
work. They were instituted in the fall
of 1933 to fill a demand which has been
made in times past for work along these
lines.
The intent of the courses is to give the
engineers, particularly, a concept of the
underlying factors of architecture. The
modern has been stressed and will be
stressed again to give those outside the
profession an idea of what modern build-
ers are trying to do and wherein they have
succeeded or failed. It is hoped that by
so doing the public may in time understand
and appreciate modern building methods.
modern building materials, and the logical
putting together of the same into an har-
monious whole. Modern architecture de-
pends upon a better understanding between
the architect. engineer, and scientist.
The above has been the aim of the
course in Theory of Architecture wherein
the theories and principles given in the
lectures have been put into practice in the
laboratory. In the school year 1934-35,
the lectures will also cover a study of the
better known buildings, while the ad-
vanced course will take up a more detailed
study of the mixlern architects and their
work. Except for some problems or proj-
ects which are required of all the stu-
dents, the work has been and will continue
to be, highly individualized in nature.
every effort being made to present work
which will he adapted to the abilities and
needs of the students and to their respec-
tive courses. The principles of architec-
ture, of line, color. composition. and mass,
are expounded in abstract design, pencil
sketching, photography, as well as in ac-
tual architectural design or planning. By
working out these principles in the above
concrete forms, the student should more
easily grasp them to apply them to archi-
tecture itself. Some changes are being
planned in the presentation of the work,
especially in the architectural uses of ma-
terials.
The other courses. Shades and Shadows.
Perspective and Architectural Design. are
planned so as to make an entity with the
above. Shades and Shadows, and Per-
spective are required before work may be
done in Design. as a knowledge of them
is necessary in the presentation of draw-
ings. Changes are being made in both of
these courses to meet the students needs
and to supplement work being done iii
other departments.
Shades and Shadows and Perspective
may he taken as a separate course without
necessitating a ciintinnati.in into Design.
The Architectural Design. the planning of
buildings which is offered the secood se-
mester. will be taught through the making
of plastecene or clay models and simply
rendered drawings. Althinigh this work
should he carried on in ciinjunction with
Theory of Architecture. for the time being.
until the course has had an opportunity
for further development. it may be carried
alone.
The method of presenting the courses.
that of individual criticism and allowing
the student to work along whatever lines
he wishes or fir which hc shows special
ability. was decided mum for the following
reasons. This type of work depends upon
the development of the personality of the
individual and the projecting of this into
his work which can not be done through
group teaching. Yhat makes architec-
ture a living thing is the personality which
the architect imparts into it. not mass pro-
duction. Believing that the student should
work along lines in %I: id! he has interest
and ability. as he wi old thus see more
clearly the problems which the architect
faces and how he reaches his solutions by
working them out himself. was an im-
portant factor in deciding the method of
presentation.
These courses were introduced and are
being conducted by Miss Gertrude E. Eb-
beson who is a graduate of the Massachu-
setts Institute of Techniilogy in the class
of 1933. with a degree of Bachelor id
Architecture. For the past year Miss Eli-
besot' has been serving as a Special Lec-
turer in the Department of Cl Engineer-
ing at the University if Maine.
Confusion was spread on the University
of California campus when home made
tear gas, said by police tiossibly to have
been manufactued chemistry students,
was hurled at a student member of a club
with radical leanings who was selling
radical literature on a street on the cam-
pus. Several hundred students and by-
standers went away weeping.
Alfred Sweeney. a former member of
the class of 1936 i• taking a course in
architecture at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in Cambridge. Mass.
MEMBERSHIP WEEK IS
OBSERVED BY Y.W.C.A.
Tho L.A. membership week.
Sunday evening, at Balentine Hall, this
.ear's "Y" program started with a fireside
worship service. In the twilight. Miss
Ring, "Y" secretary, read "1 he Ballad of
the Harp Weaver." Bettina Sullivan,
Ruth Kimball, and Madeleine Frazier con-
tributed music to the occasion, the close
of which was characterized by the group's
singing "Follow the Gleam."
On Tuesday women students attended
a picnic at Piney Knoll. Hot dogs, cider,
and doughnuts set the group singing the
familiar picnic songs around the campfire,
in bright moonlight. Velma Colson and
Carolyn Currier, co-chairman of the social
committee, were in charge of the picnic.
A Y.W.C.A. mass meeting was held in
Balentine at five o'clock on Wednesday
afternoon. The speaker, Miss Eleanor
Wilson, of Boston, is principal of the Kobe
joshi Shin Gakko, a training school for
women religious workers in Japan. Dec-
orations in the living room, where the
meeting was held before the fireplace.
were gay autumn leaves.
This afternoon at Balentine the Y.W.
C.A. sponsored a tea for women faculty
members.
When U. S. Senator Thomas D. Schali
spoke of the president as "Frankenstein
Roosevelt" in an address before students
and faculty of the University of Mime-
sota, he was greeted with loud boos.
Calling the NRA the "National Ruin
Act," Senator Schall asserted that Lin-
coln and Washington would turn over in
their graves at NRA activities, which he
asserted were being pushed "with the
government ointroffing newspapers, radio
and movies."
"We could have raised tariff barriers
and have had every man back at work
within a few months, but as long as the
NRA continues to last, everything is go-
ing to remain backward."
Asked by a listener to explain what he
meant by "Frankenstein Roosevelt." the
senator said : "I was not referring to the
man himself hut to the machine which he
has built up."
DEWITT TAKES CUP FOR
CATTLE JUDGING AT
SPRINGFIELD CONTEST
John H. DeWitt won a cup as first prize
in judging Jersey cattle at the Intercol-
legiate Dairy Cattle Judging Contest,
held at the Eastern States Exposition,
Springfield, Massachusetts, on Septem-
ber 17.
Mr. DeWitt was one of the four Sen-
iors sent to represent the University of
Maine at this contest. The other mem-
bers of the team were William N. Far-
well, Raymond B. Larcon, and Preston C.
Whitaker.
This team competed with teams from
eleven agricultural colleges of the East,
and the contestants judged sixteen classes
of Jersey, Guernsey, Holstein, and Ayr-
shire cattle.
Threatened siege of the Delaware
County Jail by Ohio Wesleyan sopho-
mores was averted last week by upper-
classmen after Sheriff C. E. McKinnie,
trying to free a disrobed freshman, had
taken two students to the jail.
McKinnie said that when he saw the
freshman, dad only in nature's vestment,
being taken down Sandusky Street, main
street of the town, he attempted to take
the chilly youth home.
At his first move, the sheriff said, soph-
om(,res advanced on him in a manner
which he took to be hostile. The sheriff
admitted he slapped one ringleader and
took him and another to the jail office for
questioning.
A crowd of sophomores followed and
gathered outside the jail to jeer, apparent-
ly thinking the two students were under
arrest. Upperclassmen then pacified the
throng and the two were released.
The tussle which preceded the Septem-
ber Morn parade started on the Court
House steps, when members of the two
lower classes in their conflict threatened
to break in the door. When McKinnie
caught up with the procession it had
moved to the center of town, apparently
headed for Sulpher Spring. traditional
ducking place for freshmen.
Attend the football rally Friday
night in Memorial Gymnasium.
ATHLETIC SCHEDULE
RELEASED BY CURTIS
The University of Maine Depart-
ment of Athletics has released the
following fall and winter sports
schedule for the 1934-5 college year:
Varsity rootball
Sept. 29 Rhode 151..nd
2:30 D.S.T.
Oct. 6 Lowell Textile
2:00 E.S.T.
Oct. 13 Dartmibuth
Oct. 20 New Hampshire
Oct. 27 Bates-2:00 E.S.T.
Nov. 3 Colby-2:00 E.S.T.
Nov. 10 Bowdoin
Orono
Orono
Hanover
Durham
Orono
Orono
Brunswick
Varsity Cross Country
Oct. 13 New Hampshire Durham
Oct. 27 Colby-Bates (A.M.) Orono
Nov. 3 Colby Orono
Nov. 12 N.E.I.C.A.A. Boston
Nov. 19 I.C.A.A A .A New York
Junior Varsity Football
Oct. 5 MCI.
Oct. 13 Higgins
Oct. 26 Freshmen
Freshman Football
Oct. 6 Bridgton (A.M.)
Oct. 13 Ricker (A.M.)
Oct. 20 Rents Hill
Oct. 26 Junior N'arsity
Nov. 2 Coburn
Orono
Orono
Orono
Orono
Orono
Orono
Orono
Orono
Eat at
Spruce's
.Cog
ALL FOOD
HOME COOKED
RICHARD WHITNEY, '35— Mawring
in civ!mistry. "A ( anicl tastes stmpl)
swell," he says, "and what is more tenor
tam, it refreshes my energy'
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Oct.
Freshman Cross Country—Team A
Oct. 0 Lee
Oct. 15 Eastern Maine Inst.
Oct. 20 Caribou and Houlton
Oct. 27 Hopedale (Mass.)
Nov. 2 Old Town
Nov. 12 N.E.I C.A A.
NOTICE
Anyone wishing to work out forOrono the business staff of the Maine
Orono Campus report at the office Thurs.
Orono day, October 4, at 4 o'clock, on the
Orono! third floor of the M.C.A. building.
Boston
Orono
Nov. 19 I.C.A.A.A.A. New York
Freshman Cross Country—Team B
Campus
Orono
Orono;
Orono
Lee
8 Orono
15 Hampden Academy
20 Newport
2 Brewer
6 Lee
26 (Prep and High School)
Interscholastics
NOTICE
A meeting will be held in 14 Win.
gate Hall Tuesday, October 2, at
1 6:45 p.m. for the purpose of form-
ing a photography club. All stu-
dents and faculty members interest-
ed are invited to be present.
Attend the football rally Friday
Orono night in Memorial Gymnasium.
AT YOUR SERVICE
For 42 years we have served the students and faculty
of the University of Maine. We have seen the Uni-
versity grow from a small State College to the large
modern University that it is today. We have tried
to keep pace with this growth by enlarging our store.
increasing our stocks and improving our service.
We invite you to come in and inspect our store.
We are always ready to be of service to you, so make
our store your headquarters.
PARK'S
HARDWARE—PLUMBINC; and VARIETY STORE
31-37 MILL Sr.
ORONO'S LARGEST STORE
A PLEASURE that drives
away fatigue and listlessness!
"I'm specializing in chemistry, which
means a large amount of 'lab' work,"
says Richard Whitney, '35. "It's inter-
esting—but a tough grind. After a long,
hard session, a Camel tastes simply swell
— and what is more important, it re-
freshes my energy and I feel 'fit as a
fiddle' in short order. I've smoked a lot
of Camels and never yet have they
ruffled my nerves."
Everyone is subject to strain—whether
physical, mental, or emotional. So it's
important to know that Camels do re-
lease your stored-up energy.
The findings of a famous scientific lab-
oratory have confirmed Camel's "ener-
gizing effect." So begin today to enjoy
Camels. Enjoy their wholesome and de-
lightful "lift." Enjoy their mildness and
rich, good taste. Enjoy them offers! Camel
pays millions more for finer, more ea
pensive tobaccos, and the costlier tobac-
cos in Camels never jangle the nerves
• SPORTSWCIMAN PILOT. Mn. Cecil Kenyon, of Waban, Masa, says: "Speak-ing of cigarettes. Camels are the mildest cigarette I know. Morning, Goon, and
night I can smoke them steadily 
—without a touch of upset nerves."
ALL TOBACCO
MEN KNOW:
Camels ore made from
finer, More Expensive
Tobaccos --Turkish and
Domestic — than any
other popular brand."
CAMEL'S COSTLIER TOBACCOS
NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
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Passing Attack Will Feature Rhode Island Game Sat.
Rams Bring Strong
Squad Here for
First Game
By Roger Levenson
Compost Sports Editor
Passing and probably a great
f it will be one of the big fac-
:. Maine's attack against Rhode
Islan,1 in the opening game of col-
Itlziate football Saturday. At this
ntiti Jim Dow. sophomore back.
11 see service in the encounter with
Frank Keaney's Rams and he has
en doing the greater part of the
t.‘ssing in practice and scrim-
:g( s to date. Last Friday it was
Dow's passing which led to the
n,licli.lown scored against the regu-
lar, lv the second team.
1),w. lacking only in experience
in becoming a regular, will in
carry the passing bur-
1un as Maine is lacking in this de-
..:irtinent since Don Favor received
sheepskin last June. Carl Honer
slated to share the halfback posi-
\Nitli Dow and this will leave
punting burden to Steve Marsh-
whi has, after three long years,
himself a varsity starting berth.
' mer. a letterman from last year,
1.i.. the passing in Dow's absence.
1 lie Black Bear's passing attack
'1 see Joe Hamlin, star end on the
•;7 eleven, on the receiving end,
t‘ellas Arbie Doherty, formerly
1 ho Ilapst High in Bangor, and
:11 ,.11 the 1936 eleven. Both men
• siieeily. aggressive, and excellent
receivers, with Doherty probab-
hIding slight edge over his
.,iinger teammate.
The rest of the line will see sev-
-:d ‘cterans again back at their old
-is. All Maine Center George
lb will be back at his old post and
• vuteran of three years is primed
- another good year, both offen-
ely and defensively. Cobb has
appointed as acting captain for
iiinlay's game by Coach Brice.
!I:Inking Cobb at the guard posts
1 he Red Roderick. a sophomore,
I Sam Reese. Roderick has im-
sseil Coach Brice so much with
tine play in the scrimmages held
last Friday and Saturday that he
• won a starting position. Reese,
timer veteran of three years, will
lin be a familiar figure to oppos-
.! linemen in his right guard post.
\‘,, veteran tackles of tried and
:d•ility, Dana Sidelinger and
Ti ittnan, will be starting their
ind season as regulars and their
resence will act as a steadying in-
lenCe on the two ends who are new
•lie starting lineup.
t1 calling will be shared by
I .!ler and Clyde Higgins. both
•ii alternated at the same posi-
apahly in 1933. Higgins in
ir has been showing much
,s he was the only back to ,
-istently against the seconds
• rimmages.
fans probably are wonder-
- 
•%'t has become of Milt • Mac-
Pony Express, who was
All Maine halfback bon-
,. ear . Milt has been out with
-11 ,hiring the past week and
:rice is saving him for the
")L: strenuous schedule which
•:'!, • Dartmouth and New
're besides the State Series
kfield is rounded out with
Bob Littlehale, the man
1 renown for his touch-
:4;e against Yale last year.
MAINE LINEUP
Doherty
Suielinger
Roderick
Cobb
Reese
Totman
Hamlin
Butler or Higgins
Marshall
Dow or Honer
Littlehale
4t,
Le.
1.t.
1.g.
C.
r.g.
r.t.
re.
q.b.
1.h.
r.h.
f.b.
PROBABLE STARTING BACKFIELD
Left to right—Steve Marshall, Carl Honer, Bob Littlehale. and Ted Butler, who are expected to
start in Saturday's game against Rhode Island.
RHODE ISLAND LINEUP
Entin or J. McCarthy Le.
Prusac zy k I.t.
Prybla . .... 1.g.
Robertshaw or Morse c.
Trumpett or F. McCarthy
Dursta or Rotenberg r.t.
Rabidoux, Wright, or
Baldwin _ _ r.e.
Fisher • q.b.
Messina or D'Orio I.h.
Mantuento or Dolan r.h.
Mudge f.b.
HARRIER SQUAD HAS
BRILLIANT OUTLOOK
Many Veterans Are
Present Among
Candidates
•
WILLIAM HUNNEWELL
Prospects of having a record-breaking
cross country team at the University of
Maine this season are the best since Lind-
sey and Richardson, Maine's famous mil-
ers. won the National Intercollegiate title
in Van Cortlandt Park over five years ago.
Only one member. Don Corbett. was
lost by graduation from the seven men
who placed second in the New Englands
and sixth in the Nationals last fall, and
Corbett's place will probably be taken by
Bill Hurinewell, national freshman cross
country champion.
The six men of the varsity team return-
ing this fall are Ken and Ernie Black, of
Portland. consistent record-breakers; Joel
Marsh, lanky cinder-spurner from Scars-
dale, N. Y.; Bill Cole, Bob Wishart, and
Harry Saunders, all Maine boys who have
helped in a big way to win for Maine the
respect and fear of cross-country teams of
other colleges.
The opening meet of the year will take
place in Durham. N. H., Oct. 13. against
the strong Wildcat. aggregation. In the
past. New Hampshire has usually had a
fast, powerful team, a formidable rival
for the wearers of the dark blue jerseys.
A triangular meet will take place in
Orono, Oct. 27, between Colby, Bates, and
Maine. This is the first time in several
years that three Maine colleges have met
in a state meet. In addition, the Colby
harriers will meet Maine in a dual en-
counter at Orono in November.
Littlehale is the heaviest man in the
backfield, tipping the beam at ap-
proximately 175 pounds which is
still not heavy as football men go.
Upon his broad shoulders will fall,
as last year, the plunging duties for
those extra yards which mean first
downs.
Rhode Island journeys to our fair
campus with 18 lettermen, eight of
whom were regulars a year ago.
Among the hacks will be John Man-
went°. who snared one of Don Fa-
vor's passes last fall and converted it
into the only score of the game.
Along with Mantuento will be
Mudge, the fleetest back in Frank
Keaney's lineup, and, who, accord-
ing to advance information, is a man
to be watched.
The Rams come here fresh from
a 31-0 victory over Brooklyn Col-
lege last week, in which contest they
completely outplayed the men from
Flatbush. Besides having an experi-
enced starting outfit, the Keaneymen
have experienced and capable re-
serves which Maine lacks in several
positions.
SPORT
SPIELS
By ROGER LEVENSON
"We're here because were here,
etc.," and no sooner has everyone
become settled, and freshmen found
the location of the Book Store, than
football is upon us. Saturday will
mark Coach Fred Brice's 14th year
at the helm of Maine football des-
tinies and the official opening of the
collegiate football season in Maine.
As one writer adeptly put it this
week, "Coach Brice. dean of Maine
football coaches," sums up his po-
sition in Pine Tree State football
circles, but hardly does credit to his
splendid record which certainly is
something for all coaches to shoot at.
• • • • •
One of the most picturesque fig-
ures in New England will make his
appearance here Saturday when
Frank Keaney brings his Rhode Is-
land Rains to Alumni Field to do
battle with the Bricemen. Keaney
has always been known as a fighter,
and his husky figure stomping up
and down the sidelines at the sea-
son's opener will be a familiar sight
to followers of Maine football.
Keanev was formerly a star gridder
at Bates.
The Rams boast a wealth of foot-
ball material this fall with 18 letter-
men returning to the fold and a half
dozen outstanding sophomores who
are making the lettermen look to
their laurels. Among the Rhode Is-
land players is "Jake" Robertshaw,
a center, and younger brother of our
own "Jake" Robertshaw who tore
opposing lines to pieces for the Pale
Blue from 1929-32. Also included
in the lineup will be John "Mayor"
Mantenuto who snared one of Don
Favor's passes last year and convert-
ed it into a touchdown and victory
for the Rams. This same Mante-
nuto caused Maine to make its only,
and that a rather dubious, entrance
into the records of the 1933 collegi-
ate season, for his interception of
Favor's pass and consequent run of
100 yards was the longest intercept-
ed pass for a touchdown in the whole
country last year.
• • • • • •
In summing up the Pale Blue's
1933 season, the Spaulding Guide
said. "Outstanding performance was
fine game against Yale in 14-7 de-
feat, marking first time Maine has
scored on Yale. Won state of Maine
championship for third successive
year, defeating Bates, Colby, and
Bowdoin. Team has not lost State
Series game in three years. Par-
sons. MacBride, Cobb, and Favor
outstanding." That sums up the
situation except for the fact that
Littlehale is left out of the outstand-
ing performers, for, after all, it was
he who plunged that touchdown over
against Yale besides doing plenty of
other damage through the season.
• • • • • •
When the Black Bears take the
field Saturda they will be equipped
with the most modern and speedy
equipment obtainable, all of which
is in keeping with the fine progress
'38 X-COUNTRY MEN Don
ARE INEXPERIENCED
• 
Only One Veteran
Is Available
For Team
‘Vith a schedule which includes seven
meets for the A squad and five for the B
squad, candidates for the two freshman
cross country teams have been going thru
preliminary preparations the past week.
Coach Jenkins has about 52 members of
the freshman class to work with this year,
but what he has in numbers he lacks in
experienced men. Only one man out of
the entire squad has had any previous ex-
perience.
On October 6, the A squad will open its
schedule against Lee Academy, while two
days later the B squad starts its season
against Orono High. With both of these
meets close at hand, Coach Jenkins plans
to hold time trials the latter part of this
week.
Drawings for the fall tennis tournament
will be held the latter part of this week.
All those interested should see Dr. George
Small, Joel Marsh or Parker Frost.
About 20 entries have already been re-
ceived from the freshman class which is
showing a marked interest in the tourna-
ment.
Physical training creda will be given
for the duration of the tournament.
NOTICE
Every student is required to pre-
sent his student activities book
properly signed at the gate at every
football or other athletic contest
and no exceptions will be made.
Junior Varsity men not in uniform
are also required to have their pass
books.
Virginia Moore went to her home in
Bar Harbor this week-end.
Frances Knight passed the week-end at
the home of her parents in Derby.
Adella Murphy returned t hur home in
Solon for the week-end.
Audrey Perkins went to her time over
the week-end at Sherman Mills
Attend the football rally Friday
aight in Memorial Gymnasium.
sire program of the Athletic Associ-
ation. The equipment will be the
lightest a Maine team has had for the '
past two years without losing any
of its protective value to the athletes.
The total amount worn by each play-
er is about two-thirds of the weight
worn by players a year ago. Special
light kangaroo skin shoes, helmets
that give more protection to the play- I
ers' faces, are among the outstanding
changes.
FOR YOUR INFORMATION:
Every member of the varsity has
two complete football outfits.. Ten
per cent of the entire freshman class,
boys, of course, weighs 175 pounds
or more and most of them are out
for football...Western Union will
offer a special service for the Dart-
mouth game by having the score at
the end of each period for the fans'
benefit here...Coach Jones has the
largest frosh football squad in his-
tory under his wing this fall, the
total number of suits issued being
76 to date...There are over 70 men
out for the varsity...Colby. last par-
ticipated in a cross country meet with
Maine and Bates in 1927, but is re-
turning to the fold this year, the
meet to be held at Orono, Oct. 27.
Favor Continues Athletic
Successes in Foreign Fields
DON ALD FAVOR
The Pale Blue of Maine marches ahead.
On athletic fields on the other side of the
globe Donald Emerson Favor, Maine's
great track and football star of the past
four years, is not only bringing more glory
on himself and his alma mater, but is rep-
resenting the United States in a good will
athletic tour of Japan. According to press
association despatches, he captured the
hammer throw against a leading field of
Japanese performers last week in a meet
which saw Japan's team nose out the
United States by a single point.
Favor, besides winning national recog-
nition as a football player of ability last
fall in the Vale game, gained prominence
in the hammer throw in four of the coun-
try's outstanding meets of the past college
year. Last May the "Blond Viking"
started a series of performances which
culminated in his being chosen to repre-
sent the United States in the Oriental tour.
The meet in May was the N.E.1.C.A.A. in
which Favor got revenge for a defeat suf-
fered at the hands of Henry Dreyer of
Rhode Island the previous year. With a
toss id 170 feet 6 inches Don established
himself as the outstanding tosser of the
16 pound iron ball in New England.
The following week Favor journeyed to
Franklin Field, Philadelphia, to compete
in the 1.C. 4A meet in which the cream
of the country's track stars competed.
Once again Blond Don emerged the vic-
tor, and returned to the confines of Alum-
ni Field to keep in trim for the invitation
meet of the N.C.A.A. which was to be
held June 22 and 23 at Memorial Stadium
in Los Angeles. A scant two weeks after
Favor returned from the IC. 4A meet he
received his sheepskin from Maine.
But as a wearer of the Pale Blue he
continued to perform in athletic contests in
diverse parts of our country. On June 23
Favor bowed for the first time this year
to other hammer throwers in a collegiate
meet, among whom was his rival of four
years, Dreyer of Rhode Island. In this
contest, the N.C.A.A. invitation meet,
Favor got off a toss of 164 feet. 3!; inches
to capture third place and place Maine in
the scoring.
Before another week had passed, how-
ever, Favor had obtained revenge on
Dreyer once again. On June 30 in the
National A.A.U. meet, which was held at
Milwaukee. Favor scored another triumph
by heaving the hammer 163 feet, 514
inches in the first event of the afternoon
before, some 15,000 spectators. Dreyer
finished fourth this time with a heave of
158 feet, 8 inches.
Victory in the National A.A.U. meet
led officials of that organization to choose
Favor to represent his country in his spec-
ialty on the Japan trip, making the voyage
with such well known track stars as
Glenn Cunningham of Kansas and Walter
Marty of Fresno State. Things are still
looking up, so they say, and the next step
seems to be the 1936 Olympics, and if
Favor continues his stellar work it looks
as though he will represent his country
once again, but this time against the com-
petition of the world.
•
Your Parents and Friends
Want to Know About
You
Send them subscriptions to
IIir tflaittr C.f.ampug
The largest circulation cif any college weekly
in New England
The only college paper in the East that pretests sews by radici
•
Listen to the Maine Campus radio broadcast every Friday
at 7,00 o'clock over W1,11Z
6
THE MAINE CAMPUS
M.C.A. SUBSCRIBES TO
MANY WEEKLY PAPERS 
Del
The M.0 A. takes pleasure in announcing 
.
that thr.ughout the college year they 
will
have on tile most of the local papers of
the State Maine containing home 
news
that %sill interest a large part of the college
students.
The newspapers on file are: Bar liar-
law Tames. Bath independent, Bath Times,
Belfast h'epsabfican Journal, Boa thby Reg-
ister. Bridgton Neter. Brunswick Record.
Calais Advertiser, Piscataquis Observer,
Ellsworth Atrierican. Franklin Journal,
Fanningtim Chr,nicle, Machias Valley
News-Observer, Old Orchard Beach
News. Pittsfield Advertiser. Rockland
Courier-Gacettc, Rumford Falls Times.
Skowhegan Independent Reporter, South
Berwick ( W aterville Sentinel.
KELLEY CHOSEN EDITOR
OF FRESHMAN PAPER
The newly-renssIelled M.C.A. building
was the scene of the organization of 
1938's
Freshman staff Friday night at 6:30.
After a few short remarks by Bill R
ow-
lands. last year's editor-in-chief, 
explain-
ing the method of editing the paper
, elec-
tions were held and the following
 staff
chosen : editor-in-chief, Donald Kelley;
associate editor, Jean Mitchell ; 
men's
news editor, Webster Hodges; 
women's
news editor, Georgia Taylor: men's 
sports
editor. Ernest Frost ; women's sports ed
i-
tor. Bernice Hamilton; business 
manager,
Russ Newcombe; circulation 
manager,
Jack Frost ; humor editors. Adolphi
ne
Voeglin and Dick Healey ; staff typists,
Edith Jiamsi in and Achilphine Vcieglin.
• 
June Wheeler, the proctor of fou
rth
floor Balentine last year. returned for a
short visit on Sunday
Many New Members Added to 
U.
of Maine 1934 Teaching Staff
C cmtinmed Irons Page One)
Rising I.. Morrow, instructor in his-
tory and government, is a Wesleyan Uni-
versity graduate, with a Ph.D. from Har-
vard. He has taught in several leadi
ng
universities, and has travelled and lived
in Europe. Ile has published many 
articles
of historical interest.
Donald M. Purdy. assistant professor
iii psychohigy. IS a Ciumell man, and re-
ceived his Ph I). from Harvard in 1930.
He has taught for several years, and has
published a number of articles.
Frederick E. !kidder, assistant professor
of eo.riotoics and sociology, has two de-
grees front the University of Washington.
Ile has taught at the Universities of Wash-
ington and %Visconsin.
Appointments for the College of Agri-
culture are: Dr. Mary M. Clayton is nu-
tritionist for the Ii. be economics division
of the Maine Agricultural Experiment
Station. She has a Ph.D, degree from
the University of Rochester. and has had
wide experience in teaching research work.
Or. Joseph A. Chucka. professor and
head of the department if agnisunny, is a
University of Maine man. and has been
associate biologist of the Maine Experi-
ment Station since 1930.
Dr. Stephen M. Raleigh. assistant pro-
fessor of agronorny. has his 11.5. degree
from Kansas State C•bllege and his Ph.D.
fr. MI the University M umeso its Dr.
has isyn in.trod.q. at the Univer-
sity of Nlinnesida, and has published sev-
eral solumes of professional writings.
Fred P. Loring, director of short courses
in agriculture, is a graduate of Maine, and
has taught several years.
1;eorge F. 1)..w. associate professor of
agricultural ecinwimics and farm manage-
ment, has his B S. and M S degrees from
the University of Maine and has done
graduate work at Cornell. Ile was previ-
ously associate agricultural economist in
the Maine Experiment Station.
Dwight B. Dementt. professor of fores-
try, is a graduate of Maine and has his
Ph D. in forestry from Yale. Ile has
taught both at Pennsylvania State College
and at the lossa State College.
%11.11 W Goodspeed, associate prides-
s..t. of forestry, is a Maine graduate with
an M S. degree from Yale. Ile has taught
at Yale and has been teaching here since
January, 1934.
There are three graduate fellows in the
College of Agriculture! Aniold Hook in
bacteriology. a graduate of the Univer-
sity of %N.isconsin; Garnet Davis in dairy
husbandry. a graduate if the University
of Maryland; Clifford Lloyd in botany
and entomolov. a graduate of Cornell
University.
The appointments announced for the
College of Technology are: Weston S.
Evans, professor of civil engineering, and
head of that department. succeeds Profes-
sor E. H. Sprague, who has been appoint-
ed Research Professor of Sanitary Engi-
neering.
I.. C. Jenness has been promoted from
an assistant professorship to an associate
professorship in the department of Chemi-
cal Engineering.
Cecil C. Tyrrell, instructor in mechani-
cal engineering, has his B.S. and M.S. de-
grees from Purdue University.
Neil Ni. Calderwood, Maine 1932. is
part time graduate assistant in the College
of Technology.
Miss Gertrude Ebbeson, special lecturer
in architectural design and drawing, has
been transferred from the civil engineering
department to the department of engineer-
ing drafting. She has a B.S. degree m
architecture from M.1.T.
ta Tau Delta Goes in Mourning
After Loss of Adopted Members
By the Roving Reporter
••Do I look. like a man who can stand '
tragedy in his life? Do I look unper-
turbed? Is my face a mask of seething
emotions, or does my countenance portray
the whole gamut of emotion from the bit-
ter anguish of a mother who has lost her
only child .to the shaken lover who finds
that his best girl has gone to the talkies
with that collar-ad blond with the tricky
mustache?"
Edwar, commonly known as -Eva."
stood before me; a suspicious moisture
clouded his big blue eyes and his teeth bit
into his lower lip so fiercely that blood
almost came. His face showed vividly
despair. grief; a living drama of pathos.
Suddenly he slumped into a chair holding
his head in his hands. Alarmed I bent
over him. "What's the matter, Eva? Is
there anything I can do?"
"There's nothing you can do." The
words came drearily and huskily friim
betueen quivering lips. "They're dead!" '
A lump came to my throat; I swallowed
with difficulty. The pity of it all. "Who
is dead, Ed?" I asked softly, putting a
comforting arm around his shoulders.
Ed looked up at me, his Adam's apple
'Ribbing up and down like an automobile
piston in his attempt to choke down his
emidion. "Clarence and Elnier l" he blurt-
ed .nit, and then bus slender frame siva&
with unrestrained sobbing.
I waited until the paroxysm of grief had
passed. "Are you—"
Ile snapped his head up. "All my life I
have been pursued by an inexorable fate;
I was born to a heritage of grief and suf-
fering. Why—" he stopped and gulped,
"Clarence and Elmer have been to me
the same as offspring of my own--I lav-
ished freely up.in them a mother's tender
care and affection. And now they are
taken from me!"
Two days later I saw Ed again. He
did not look like the same man; the past
two days must have been a terrible ordeal
for he was pale, emaciated, and with a
lack-lustre look in his eyes.
I approached him with paper and pencil
in hand. "Eva," I said softly, "could 1
have a story on Elmer and Clarence for
the papers? Others would like to know
of the untimely decease of the two home-
less waifs you befriended and brought up
with infinite care; even denying yourself
some luxuries that you might send them
to college."
He did not wait until I had finished.
The last vestige of color had drained from
his ashen face and fierce gleams of wrath
flashed from his burning orbs. "Why, you
ci itemptible, Iiiw-down cad! You want
me to cheapen my honest emotions by
pandering to the salacious tastes of the
cold-blooded readers of your scandal
sheet!" His lips quivered with righteous
indignation.
I started back at this affront to my pa-
per and my reading public, but knowing
of the terrific emotional strain he was
laboring under, I begged his pardon but
asked to be allowed to ask ontonwire ques-
tion.
He looked at me sorrowftsfly but nodded
his head resignedly. "Well," I stam-
mered, shifting from one foot to the
other. "just who were Clarence and El-
mer?"
Ile started, and looked at me with
amazement. "You mean to tell me," he
almost shouted, "that you did not see
Elmer and Clarence—my two beloved,
now departed guppy-fish!" lie snorted
angrily and stalked out of my presence.
KAPPA PHI KAPPA HAS
FIRST MEETING TONIGHT
The Gamma chapter of the Kappa Phi
Kappa will hold its first meeting of the
year on Thursday evening at Stevens Hall.
The iulcers for this year are as follows:
Hollis Ingalls. president ; Frank W. My-
ers, vice-president ; Wilbert I.. Pronovost,
secretary; Sumner 0. Hancock, treasurer.
Any transfers belonging to this fraternity
are asked to give their names to Primo-
vost.
Tragedy enshrouded the Phi Gamma
Delta house early this week when "Fiji
Girl." a pet dog belonging to Paul Mc-
Donnell, met its death beneath the a-heels
of an aut.imobile said to have been driven
by a University instructor, as it was pass-
ing the liii Gam h. use.
Roy IL .Motinie. Grand Master .11che-
mist of Alpha Chi Sigma, honorary chem-
istry fraternity, attended the fraternity's
conclave at Bloomington, Indiana, June
12-17. Ernest Cram, alternate. acciimpan-
ied Monroe. Both men motored out and
visited the World's Fair on the return
trip.
Tap dancing has been added to the ac-
tivities of the W.A.A. and may be taken
for credit by freshmen and sophomores.
Miss Josephine Shanley, of the School
Dances in Bangor, will instruct the
classes. She is taking the place of Miss
Eileen Cassidy, who is coaching plays for
the Theatre Guild.
Nlary Hale Sutton - visited at the h. 'ii.
of Beatrice lb rdgkins in Bar Harbor hi
I- end.
SOPHOMORE OWLS NAME
ALTON BELL PRESIDENT;
OTHER OFFICERS CHOSEN
.Altiin I. Hell, of Denny mile, has been
elected president of the Sophomore Owl'
for 1934-5. Other officers elected were
Wendell S. Brewster, of Dexter, vice- -
president, and William Hunnewell, of
Madison, secretary-treasurer.
These men were all very prominent in
freshman athletics at the University of ;
Maine last year. It is the object of thel
Owl society to enforce the freshman rules i
as laid down by the Senior Skulls, and
to promote good feeling between the two
lower classes.
Three new Owls were chosen at a meet-
ing of the society held Tuesday evening.
They are Leslie M. Hutchings, Robert F.
Corbett, and Clarence K. Keegan. Hutch-
ings was president of the freshman class
last year.
A record in attendance was made at
the first meeting of the Maine Outing
Club held Tuesday evening in Winslow
Hall. Plans for this year were discussed
by various members of the Pack and
Pine. The club plans to take a trip about
once each month.
Patronize Our Advertisers
PERSONALS
Jean Mitchell and Louise Getchell. both
freshmen, spent the week-end at their
homes in Bar Harbor.
Solveig Heistad '38 visited with Vir-
ginia Moore of the same class at Bar
Harbor.
Estelle Blanchard went home to Bar
Harbor over the week-end.
Barbara Benet, and Phyllis Phillips '37
spent the week-end at the latter's home in
Ellsworth.
Ruth Sylvester and Dorothy Cann were
week-end visitors at Carolyn Currier's
home in Bangor.
Julia Shiro and Geneva Epstein spent
the week-end at their homes in Bangor.
Winifred Cobuni '35 went to her home
in Greene over the week-end.
Evelyn Tracy '30 visited in Bangor
this week-end.
Marjorie Thompson spent the week-end
at her home in Brewer.
Sarah Littlefield went to her home over
the week-end.
Phil Snow, of Kappa Sigma, has left
for Chicago on a motor trip.
Catherine Rowe visited in Bangor this
week-end.
Diana Hight spent the week-end at her
home in Skowhegan.
U 
WELCOME TO U. OF M.
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
thiwkio, MAIN
A Good Place to Eat
•
BANNERS
PEN N ANTS
PILLOWS
STICKERS
DECORATE TIIE Roost nit SEND ONE To HER
University Store Co.
•
•
Methodist Episcopal Church
and Wesley Foundation
Sept. 311, 1934
Morning Worship will begin at
Eastern Standard Time.
The Student Forum Program in,
the Assembly and Worship service a! 7
o'clock in the Church Vestry, follow(
the Forum discussion at the Wesley H
at 7:30. Howard Goodwin, of Brew,.
member of the incoming freshman
and Mildred Morrison, both delegate•
summer to the Council of Methodist Y..uth.
at Chicago, will speak of the issues raised
at the Council.
Hildegarde Fortin '38 spent a few lays
at her home in Jackson.
Attend the football rally Fr lay
night in Memorial Gymnasium
STRAND THEATRE
ORONO
Opening ot the 14th season,
presenting only the s-cry best moti.
pictures that are being produced I
the Major producers.
The Strand is your local theatt,
wait and see all the good shot.
here.
Thurs.. Sept. 27
"STRAIGHT IS THE
WAY"
A Metro picture. starrins
Franchot Tone, Karen Mork,
Rayrnimd Hattoii
Fri., Sept. 28
"THE LIFE OF VERGII
WINTERS"
with Aim }larding and Jiihn Bolt
An outstanding production
Sat.. Sept. 29
"ROMANCE IN THE
RAIN"
A gay musical comedy, starring
Roger Pryor, Heather Angel ar
Victor Moore. A picture for entir
family
Mon. & Tues.. Oct. 1 & 2
"TWENTY MILLION
SWEETHEARTS"
with Dick Powell, Ginger Rog.:
and Pat O'Brien. This picture w
so good that we held it over for
Wed., Oct. 3
"TWO FOR ONE"
on Wednesday nights.
"FRIENDS OF MR.
SWEENEY"
with Charles Ruggles and Ann
Dvorak. If you can't stand a
hearty laugh, then keep away
9i/tie4
plea4Wie
... just about every cigarette smoker knows
that—hut here are some other facts to keep in mind .
For a cigarette to be milder and taste better it must be
made of mild, ripe Turkish and home-grown tobaccos.
Ire wish you could go into the factories and see
Chesterfield made. The mild ripe tobacco is cut in
long (Ten threads—then packed into the cigarette so
as to make Chesterfield draw right and burn erenlv.
A good cigarette can give you a lot of pleasure, and we
would like for you to try Chesterfield.
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